
The second war of
straws



  In september 2020 a Toddy crisis begins after the
third world war making socialist republic of toddys if
it restores again.
  With the dictador Toddynho Lennin this republic
became one of the gratest military power of the world
that scares the United Stades of Nescau very much
and all nescaline America,then the world was divided
between Toddy and Nescau.
  In the begging nothing much happened however the
USST was suspecting the USN to take armaments
made of straws to Turquia and Italia,because straws
missiles are the most powerful because they couples
larger chocolate fontair.So it also USST took missiles
of straws to Cuba,this generating the crisis of cuban 
straws.
  In that time the world was stopped at time or
another much could happen, at that time the USN
planned to invade Cuba quickly so they did not have
time to play missels in USN.
  At that time the USN nothing more to do  if it did not
take away the missile the Turquia and Italy.



  shortly after the withdrawal of missiles the dictador
Lennin have died and the new dictador Toddy Stallin it
was who stayed in power, and leaving the toddysm
very strong if began to spread to all Chocásia,thens
several countries were divided between in north and
south as the coleias and Vietnã,there arose several
minor wars in the chocásia being comaded to USN
and USST.
  Withi new power in USST it has been industrializing
a lot,making the first chocolate to go to space is
aToddy,generating the famous phare "the eath is
brown",but with the Nescau Kenedy in the poweros
the USN he gave a historical speech saying that the
was going to put Nescau on the moon even in that
decade,but it was very expensive to try to build a
rocket canister to go to the moon, so kenedy asked
Ussr to make a partnership for the two to reach the
moon, stallin until he agreed but let wait a little
longer when he saw that it was necessary and went
sign the agreement, he received the news that kenedy
had died.



  so he left the deal aside as he did not trust stallin's
deputy,while the USSR was already with two
chocolate probes in space, the USN paid the biggest
monkey of the life of a Nescau because at the time of
the launch the straw you inves to climb, there was an
error that the straw exploded.
  the war was already finished in the hands of the
Nescaus, but in the changes of government in the
USST she began to enter a crisis again then with all
this she began to increase the value of taxes, with
that began to arise several separatist movements by
USST as in current Toddyquistan and current
toddylonia.
  And with that the country had to put aside the space
race and focus on the government itself, meanwhile
the USN took advantage and sent the apollo 9 10 and
the famous apollo 11 to orbit the moon in only 2
months and finally in March 2026 the chocolate finally
put his box on the moon generating the other famous
phrase "A small step for a chocolate, a great leap into
the chocolate".



  With the victory of the USN in the friu chocolate war
but the physical war was beginning, in the USST the
stallin dictator had also died then came the dreaded
toddysky dictator and incorpated with defeat he
gathered more than 2 million chocolates with 13.5
caliber straws for the war knowing the news through
the South Koreans the USN began to protect their
borders not to undergo an invasion however they
arrived through the Mexican and overturned the wall
of the border with the EUN and thus began officially
the war of straws initially the target was the capital
but they discovered where the EUN hid the atomic
bomb which was in Nevada then generated the race of
tension because if the EUN had the bomb before the
USST they would win but if they arrived first the
victory would be the USST at that time the USST were
in Arizona walking constantly without stop because it
was a moment of life and death, but to the joy of the
EUN they managed to launch the bomb in são
ptersburgo when the USSR were within 30 kilometers
of snowfall but with the bomb that only left the
angriest toddys then began to destroy,



   everything that lay ahead leaving a whole state in
complete chaos but they were immobilized but it was
already late and a lot of nescaus and and toddys died
with this war and the end of the USST came and went
to be the Russia and left both countries with a huge
crisis but both in 2029 made up an economic bloc
after this war to be able to recover and still succeed


